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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks ESA for inviting me to ESA Earth Observation Summer School. In the next 3 lectures I will share some case studies about applying satellite data, building apps and framing the how Earth Observation can help us achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. Today’s talk is a case study to demonstrate how satellite data made it possible for HOT and the wider research community to really dig into the data to build resilience, create preparedness for disasters and build local community knowledge. Thanks Tyler Radford, Executive Director of HOT for some of the slides. Teamwork. 



About 

Free, up-to-date maps are a critical 
resource when relief organizations are 
responding to disasters or political 
crises. The Humanitarian 
OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) creates 
and provides those maps. 
 
HOT provides community driven 
mapping, technical tools and training to 
support the use of OSM for humanitarian 
and economic development purposes.  

Missing Maps is an open, 
collaborative project in which you 
can help to map areas where 
humanitarian organisations are 
trying to meet the needs of 
vulnerable people. 
 
Partners include American Red 
Cross, British Red Cross, 
Medicine San Frontieres, 
CartoONG, Dutch Red Cross 
and HOT. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OpenStreetMap is a free global open source community-driven mapping project. Some like to call it the wikipedia of maps. In the Technology for good space, I’d will talk about two big projects that use the OSM data. Keep in mind that remote mappers use freely donated satellite imagery. The main data was provided by Bing (Microsoft) but HOT and Missing Maps have also obtained satellite imagery from Digital Globe, Airbus, Mapbox. There are even conversations around licenses and the possibility of using Google Skybox or Planet Labs Satellite data. OSM uses the ODbl licence = http://www.openstreetmap.org/copyrighthttp://www.missingmaps.org/  and https://hotosm.org/  and http://openstreetmap.org/



www.DigitalHumanitarians.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOT is often known for our collaboration on large scale emergencies. We are part of a global movement to use our digital, technical and volunteer skills for good. One of those communities is the Digital Humanitarian Network. Digital Humanitarians provide online digital skills in times of crisis. They aim to provide support for humanitarians (eg. Information Officers) who manage all the data from multiple sources during a disaster. The Digital Humanitarian Network was formed a few years ago. This network of various communities collaborates directly with the United National Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA). It is a global community network that use their digital skills to help Humanitarians get data, maps, insights and technology. They provide surge support capacity to manage the influx of so much information during times of crisis and emergencies. Each has their own community, skillsets and priorities. They work as a team and are ‘activated’ based on the needs assessment identified by the UN or other humanitarian groups.   http://digitalhumanitarians.com/



Learning and building over time 
 

Haiti Earthquake 
2010  

Typhoon Haiyan 
Philippines 2013 

Indonesian 
Preparedness 
2012 - 2015 

West African 
Ebola Response 
2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some examples of large scale emergencies that HOT has collaborated on with the wider OSM community. Time line of previous HOT activations and some key examples of how OSM and HOT have evolved. Each response and each mapping activity grows the collective knowledge. The digital communities work to build and support local capacity. And, the local communities change OpenStreetMap. The Core is that the map be used in the regions they are made. While Remote mappers can help, the key to growth is learning over time and training more people on the base skills. 



OpenStreetMap and HOT’s tools are built with large open source 
tools, software and products.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we do has been made possible through the open source movement. Thanks to all these organizations. You saw some of these mentioned in Maria Brovelli’s excellent talk on FOSS4G - http://www.slideshare.net/mariabrovelli/lesson1-esa-summerschoolbrovelliThe very foundations of the concept of world wide distributed collaborative mapping are only possible because of the open source philosophy and community.This "gift" economy allowed new innovations to be quickly tested and to gain a critical mass of users for functions which had not even been envisioned by the creators of the system.



Data Collection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a wide range of methods to add data or collect data for OpenStreetMap use. Some of them are on the ground tools whereas we also procure satellite imagery from providers who donate it to OSM and/or HOT. Some projects even pay for satellite imagery to donate it to the community. An example of this is the US State Department’s MapGive project. http://openaerialmap.org/   Like OpenStreetMap is a single repository of open map data, OpenAerialMap is a single online catalog of openly licensed aerial imageryIncludes imagery from UAVs, drones, balloons, satellites, etc. etc.https://www.mapillary.com/http://fieldpapers.org/http://openmapkit.org/Satellite imagery - Bing, Digital Globe, Airbus, Mapbox and more. Programmes include US State department - HIU - Mapgivehttps://www.digitalglobe.com/platforms/mapsapi (image credit)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team works on humanitarian response and economic development projects. These two projects show how people can build programmes local and global to really make a difference. HOT uses tools like field papers, satellite imagery, and HOT taks manager  (photos by Kathamandu Living Labs and Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team ccby)https://hotosm.org/projects/mapping_financial_inclusion_in_ugandahttp://www.kathmandulivinglabs.org/project/details/quakemap-orghttp://www.kathmandulivinglabs.org/project/details/mapping-and-opening-data-for-local-governance-and-citizen-engagement



Remote Mapping - lines/points  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do all those people contribute? Remote mapping can be done via tools and techniques. First off OpenStreetMap has a number of editors - eg. Id and Josm. You will search for an area and add details. There are some tools to find things that need mapping. Consider the amazing maproulette which aims to help people fix bugs on the map http://maproulette.org/ it is a good starting point to learn about mapping skills. The OpenStreetMap Wiki is http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Main_Page a good way to learn about skills, best practices and the wider community. On this example you can see lines and points. Consider it drawing on top of satellite imagery. People take this very seriously. There are wiki pages for how to identify and map railways, displaced persons camps and even helicopter landing pads.  The comprehensive tagging system is often debated but there are wiki pages for every tag. And, watch for comments because people will help you learn. 



Data and Tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HOT team and our partners use Task manager to divide up the work. The tool was created by HOT for OSM. There are actually installs of Task Managers around the world from Finland to Canada. http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_Tasking_Manager   This is an example of how the task is organized. If you have a project that you want done you could use this software. But programmes are more than just the tools. The software is about 10% of a large citizen science project. We will talk more about that in tomorrow’s session.  Now, for the example from Peace Corps - #1917 - Peace Corps Benin -- Sahoue ZougbonouThe Peace Corps Benin Community Economic Development program is requesting assistance building a better base map of Sahoue Zougbonou. The data will be used by the local waste collection service to build a database of their customers and optimize their waste collection routes. The updated satellite imagery was given by MapGive. 



OSM Analytics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another Tool is OSM Analytics. This was recently launched. With the current database growing to almost 50 gigabytes, and thousands of features added every day, OSM is officially entering the big data league. You saw from Maria’s presentation that there is some research on the use and validity of OSM and other geo spatial data that is citizen create. This tool is open to the world to learn and use - Maria’s presentation - http://www.slideshare.net/mariabrovelli/lesson2-esa-summerschoolbrovelli-64611220?qid=468dd049-0ccf-4119-909c-4d7ce25b2b26&v&b&from_search=12https://hotosm.org/updates/2016-04-28_explore_how_the_world_is_mapped_with_osm_analyticshttp://osm-analytics.org/#/ https://www.openstreetmap.org/user/dekstop/diaryhttps://www.openstreetmap.org/user/dekstop/diary/35620



    OSM Export Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once all the data is on the map, many people want to extract the data and use it for multiple purposes. This can be everything from creating map products for the field to conducting research. Some people even use it in concert with the OSM API.  http://export.hotosm.org/en/Examples of use during the Nepal Earthquake - http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/2015_Nepal_earthquakehttps://hotosm.org/updates/2015-05-01_nepal_earthquake_we_have_maps



add a slide on how the tool works 
 
minute by minute replication of OSM 
 
etc 
 
Drazen? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I spoke previously about how every entry on OSM has the potential of tags. These descriptive items are very core to helping people find and use data. Data models vary by the tags and audiences.  



HOT and Missing Maps are not  
“research” projects. Research is welcome.  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While HOT and Missing Maps are not research projects, but large scale open source communities. There is so much opportunity to do research in collaboration with the communities. Now, research comes in many varieties. 



City Robustness: Road networks 
Build road networks from OSM shapefiles 
 

 

Doha Riyadh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the OSM API, my colleagues (Sofiane Abbar and Tahar Zanouda) at Qatar Computing Research Institute, Hamad bin Khalifa University and Javier Borge-Holthoefer (Internet Interdisciplinary Institute, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya) extracted road and infrastructure data for over 54 cities from OSM. Their research framework was provided by the Rockefeller Foundation programme 100 Resilient Cities sponsored City Resilience Index. By using OSM data and overlaying Foursquare data they analyzed how resilient a city would be if a major road became unavailable. What services would be available? How robust is the network? OSM is a comprehensive dataset



120M map edits | 20,000 contributors | 1,000 projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Martin Dittus is a researcher in computer science at the ICRI Cities at University College London. He is currently researching community engagement for the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT).  Martin’s research about the community has been invaluable. In fact, he provided substantial input into the OSM Analytics tool https://www.openstreetmap.org/user/dekstop/diary/37841https://www.openstreetmap.org/user/dekstop/diary/38007estimated 165,000 hours of volunteer work! http://martindittus.info/



Getting from 8,500 to 85,000 to 850,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year we had 8,500 individual contributorsHow can we get from 8,500 to 85,000 to 850,000?Recently HOT used this research and our ongoing community feedback to finally hire a community manager 



Data with the Community: Tanzania 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ramani Huria is community-based mapping project in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, training university students and local community members to create highly accurate maps of the most flood-prone areas of the city using OpenStreetMap.  It's Juliana Letara. The schools are Ardhi University (http://www.aru.ac.tz), University of Dar es Salaam (http://udsm.ac.tz), COSTECH is here: http://costech.or.tz, please can we include that the project is "supported by the Tanzanian Commission for Science and Technology, the World Bank and Red Cross".http://ramanihuria.org/ https://www.flickr.com/photos/markiliffe/sets/72157651152460865http://www.markiliffe.co.uk/   http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/business/people/lizmi.htmlPhoto credit – Mark Iliffe ccby



Dar es Salaam Tanzania Mapping Dar es Salaam 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dar es Salaam is a mega city. The result of openly hosted drone imagery over Dar es Salaam: the most detailed, comprehensive map that has ever existed for the cityPre mapping, before disasters. We know Floods happen. Over time we are seeing that partnerships, programmes and learning are core to successful use of data to support impact. It is small steps. But the Dar community is strong and inspiring many of us to think about how to use research, technology, policy and community support to build data driven decisions. Image credit – Ramani Huria  http://ramanihuria.org/data/



Research Paper 

The Praxis of Community Mapping in 
Developing Countries - Mark Iliffe 

● Research done in collaboration with the local 
communities, HOT and the World Bank.  

● The programme was not a result of the research 
but it informed the work.  

● Mark has been advocating for more research in 
HOT and is setting an example for methodology 
and community development.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mark is a long standing community supporter of HOT and OSM. For the past 4 years plus, he has been directly involved in the Dar es Saalam community. His Phd has been accepted and will be published soon. About the work  - This PHD thesis takes a  multidisciplinary approach to understanding the characteristics, quality and production of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), through examining the emergent method of Community Mapping in developing countries.  Methodology - the community was involved  in data production and decision making it adheres to the principles and ethic of Cognitive Work Analysis of respectful, user centric design. In addition, a framework for the development of VGI in developing countries is produced alongside other avenues for further work for the theories, software and Communities nurtured as part of this thesis.



Data with the Community: Nepal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years, the Kathmandu Living Labs has been a hub of research. First off, Nama, the Executive Director, did his PHD studying OSM  - the community, motivations and more. They have been very open to research on their work and to inform their work. After the Nepal earthquake they hosted multiple researchers everyone from Harvard Humanitarian Initiative to the International Development Research Council (IDRC - Canadian government NGO) By opening up their network and lives to research they very much work on how to improve impact in their organization and country. But I would say that their impact is even more far reaching.  Many of us in the civic tech space see KLL as an example of how we can evolve local humanitarian response with long term engagement.Nama’s book - Community As Curriculum Youth Community Informatics Curriculum Integrating Inquiry and Social Action with Technology He partnered with Robert Soden of the World Bank. Robert is currently doing his PHD about VGI and OSM. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Nama_Budhathoki/publicationsKathmandu Living Labs harnesses local knowledge, develops open data and promotes civic technologies.http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/ https://www.researchgate.net/search?q=robert%20sodenRobert and Leysia Palen wrote Infrastructure in the Wild: What Mapping in Post-Earthquake Nepal Reveals about Infrastructural EmergenceJanuary 2016 · the 2016 CHI Conference; 01/2016



Research Papers 

Community as curriculum youth community informatics curriculum 
integrating inquiry and social action with technology – Nama Budhathoki 
 
Infrastructure in the wild: What mapping in Post-Earthquake Nepal Reveals 
about infrastructural emergence – Robert Soden, Leysia Palen 
 

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mark is a long standing community supporter of HOT and OSM. For the past 4 years plus, he has been directly involved in the Dar es Saalam community. His Phd has been accepted and will be published soon. About the work  - This PHD thesis takes a  multidisciplinary approach to understanding the characteristics, quality and production of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), through examining the emergent method of Community Mapping in developing countries.  Methodology - the community was involved  in data production and decision making it adheres to the principles and ethic of Cognitive Work Analysis of respectful, user centric design. In addition, a framework for the development of VGI in developing countries is produced alongside other avenues for further work for the theories, software and Communities nurtured as part of this thesis.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/271830330_Community_As_Curriculum_Youth_Community_Informatics_Curriculum_Integrating_Inquiry_and_Social_Action_with_Technology


Partnerships and Coordination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The core success was the collaboration between Kathmandu Living Labs and various governments, organizations and NGOs. It shows a pathway for other responses. Plus, it speaks volumes about the need for all the best minds to solve questions together.Sindhupalchok District, Nepal. 5 May 2015 – Captain James Borer, a civil-military cooperation officer attached to the Canadian Armed Forces Disaster Assistance Response Team and Captain Animesh Adhikari, liaison officer for Nepalese National Army, discuss with local authorities about roads status, in Sindhupalchok District, Nepal during Operation RENAISSANCE 15-1 on May 5, 2015. (Photo: Corporal Kevin McMillan, Canadian Forces Combat Camera)Photo from: http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/news/article.page?doc=finding-the-way-geomatic-support-team-creates-maps-in-nepal/i99x64lh



Potential HOT Research Topics 
 

New Tools  
● Satellite quality, Algorithms, Computer Vision 
● Help and Local guides 

Contributor Experiences 
Evaluating/understanding community 
Impact of UX on mapping activities 
Quality control / Validation 
Impact of the map on the lives of affected communities 
Diversity in the community 
 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/HOT_Research_Topics



Ask a Researcher! 

 
 
 
 

What is the timeline of the research? 
Tell me more about your background and your institution 
How much time will a survey /interview take? 
Do you have an IRB (Institutional Review Board) process? 
Will this call or email be recorded? 
Did you user test the survey before sharing? 
Who else are you speaking with from the digital community? 
Will we (digital community) be cited or just the individual? 
Are there anonymization issues that require attention (E.g. the value of your product may be 

sensitive for first responders and humanitarian workers in the field)? 
What other information products/ papers will you produce? 
Can I review the work before you publish it? 
Can you please confirm that [insert org] will be credited in the notes as a contributor? 

  
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often Researchers are unaware that the ‘products’ of their research might have some input. For those of creating VGI or citizen science, we are contacted frequently by researchers. Sometimes we have good experiences, sometimes it needs some work. These are some of the questions that I now ask researchers.  Photo credit - CrisisMappers Japan



HOT Academic Partnerships  

1. Get to know us 
2. Be clear from the start on your purpose 
3. Let us help 
4. Need research ideas? We’ve got research ideas 
5. There are other ways to collaborate with HOT  
6. Let us know about your findings 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/HOT_Academic_PartnershipsPhoto Credit: OSM in Lubumbashi DRC via Jorieke Vyncke



Empower with the Community: Mapfugees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine what your skills could to do help inclusive map projects. My fellow HOT Board Member Katja Ulbert is involved with a groundtruth data project. She is working with the local community.  While this is approved and inclusive, as we think about applying the use of satellite technologies with vulnerable communities, we do have to be ethical in our work. Adhering the humanitarian principles are key https://mapfugees.wordpress.com/https://www.facebook.com/junglemapping/The Calais “Jungle” and Dunkirk camps are evolving into semi-permanent yet continuously changing home for thousands of people, with a variable number of new arrivals and departures. The current infrastructure and facilities are a joint achievement of the camp community, volunteers and NGOs.�Learn more about the ethics of big data http://hhi.harvard.edu/publications/ocha-think-brief-building-data-responsibility-humanitarian-actionLearn about using satellite imagery in vulnerable communities - http://hhi.harvard.edu/publications/satellite-imagery-interpretation-guide-displaced-population-camps



@heatherleson Heather.leson@hotosm.org 
Hot.openstreetmap.org 

 

Thank you  

 
Join us 
September 22, 
2016  
Brussels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get involved in Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team :  http://hotosm.org/get-involvedJoin the HOT Summit http://summit.hotosm.org/And State of the Map (Brussels) and SOTM Asia  http://2016.stateofthemap.org/  http://stateofthemap.asia/Keep in touch heatherleson@gmail.com, @heatherleson. 

mailto:Heather.leson@hotosm.org
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